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Abstract— The size and weight of a high power
microwave (HPM) source can make a difference in strategic
use. The compactness of the virtual cathode oscillator
(vircator) is undoubtedly the most significant advantage
of this device. Civil industry and agriculture can use it to
treat objects, food, and soils for disinfestation and disinfec-
tion. Vircators could also generate electromagnetic pulses
(EMPs) to force the arrest of vehicles and drones; EMPs
could inhibit or activate improvised explosive devices
(IEDs). The coaxial type vircator is a highly compact device.
Due to its symmetric geometry, coaxial vircator is typically
designed to work with a TM01 mode. Still, when radiated
into space, this mode gives maximum RF energy away from
the antenna axis, a situation not desired. Instead, the TE11
is convenient in applications involving precise antenna
pointing since this mode gives a maximum RF energy
precisely aligned to the antenna axis. By studying Mathieu
functions applied to elliptical waveguides, we improve the
performances of a TE11 mode coaxial vircator using an
elliptic drift tube (EDT). This is a completely innovative
solution to reduce the mode competition inside the coaxial
vircator. The rms and peak output power efficiency of the
EDT coaxial vircator were measured on the TE11 mode,
obtaining the values of 6.1% and 10%, respectively, with a
peak power of 450 MW in a highly compact device.

Index Terms— Anode characterization, elliptical waveg-
uide, high efficiency, high power microwave (HPM), Mathieu
functions, virtual cathode oscillator (vircator).

I. INTRODUCTION

MANY military and civil areas require a radio fre-
quency power of hundreds of megawatts. High power

microwave (HPM) vacuum tube devices can generate this
power, but they are often huge and impractical in areas
with limited space. One field of use for such devices is to
generate strong electromagnetic fields to intentionally disturb
or destroy electronic equipment without damaging infras-
tructure or injuring people. Considering solid-state devices,
recent advances in GaN technology allow us to obtain
solid-state high power amplifiers (SSHPAs) at high frequen-
cies and with high reliability [1]. Spatial power amplifiers
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(SPAs) [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7] are the most desired
SSHPA-based devices whenever small size, solid-state high-
power density, and graceful degradation are needed. The
examples of application fields are strategic electronic war-
fare (EW), electronic counter measurement/electronic counter
counter measurements (ECM/ECCMs) systems, and space
communications applications. With actual solid-state devices’
available RF output power, a single SPA is confined to some
kilowatt output power levels at the X -band, even less for higher
operating frequencies. However, considering the output power
as the only important aspect of power amplifiers, the vac-
uum tube technology has leadership since extremely high RF
powers can be reached, especially for pulsed applications [8].
GW-class pulsed-type devices reduce the space occupied and
increase the mechanical design simplicity. Electromagnetic
pulses (EMPs) generated by these devices can neutralize
systems based on solid-state devices. There are two outcomes
of an HPM EMP: hard kill and soft kill; in the first case,
the target is irreparably damaged, while in the second case,
there are temporary malfunctions, such as making the target
unusable. Applying countermeasures to avoid an EMP attack,
such as shielding the target, is possible. However, a hard kill
attack can act rigorously on all the most exposed systems, such
as power supply wiring, remote control, and front ends. HPM
EMP can be used for the forced arrest of vehicles and drones
by civil and military authorities and the inhibition or activation
of improvised explosive devices (IEDs) [9], [10], [11].

In civil industry and agriculture, it is possible to use HMP
devices to treat objects, food, and soils for disinfestation and
disinfection [12], [13].

Many HPM devices are currently huge due to the use of
heavy and bulky components present in the devices in use,
such as the large electromagnets of the magnetron [14] or the
klystron [15] or the large dimensions of the structures that
make up the gyrotron. The virtual cathode oscillator (vircator)
is an excellent candidate among HPM devices due to its
compactness and the absence of a bulky external magnetic
field generator, resulting in a remarkable power density. The
vircator is a device capable of providing GW of pulsed power
for frequencies below 10 GHz: the efficiency is, however, low,
and reliable values are settled on 5%–15% [16], [17], [18].
In some simulations, efficiency is higher, using reflectors and
multibeam techniques [19], [20], [21]. The compactness of
the vircator, with the same output power as other devices,
is undoubtedly the most significant advantage of this device.
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There are many types of vircators [22] and different geome-
tries; the most compact and performing vircator we have
studied is the coaxial vircator. Its radial symmetry allows it
to obtain a higher power with the same space as the other
vircators. The coaxial vircator usually works with the TM01
mode, mainly excited by its inherent symmetry; the perfor-
mances obtained on a coaxial vircator optimized for the TM01
mode are shown in [22]. However, by modifying the geometry
of the coaxial vircator, it is possible to obtain other modes
than the TM01. The TM01 mode is not suitable for precise
antenna-focusing applications. An antenna usually used with
HPMs is the horn. It is possible to use mode transformers,
which could have losses and worsen the output matching.
In this work, we optimized a coaxial vircator for the TE11
mode enhancement, modifying the geometry of the emitter, the
anode, and the output waveguide, exploiting the properties of
elliptical waveguides. This is a completely innovative solution
to reduce the mode competition inside the coaxial vircator,
starting from a device with a feasible efficiency. To the best
of our knowledge, it is the first time that such an approach for
TE11 mode enhancement has been presented in the literature.

This article is organized as follows. In Section II, the design
of a TM01 coaxial vircator will be presented. In Section III,
we will show the optimization of the coaxial vircator for the
TE11 mode. In Sections IV and V, we will describe the studies
on elliptical waveguides and their use on the TE11 coaxial
vircator.

II. COAXIAL VIRCATOR DESIGN
The coaxial-type vircator is a device that exploits the

radial symmetry in all the components. The anode, emitter,
and output waveguide develop as coaxial cylinders along the
direction of field propagation. The output waveguide is also
called drift tube (DT). We designed the device with the 2-D
theoretical models [23] and then simulated and optimized it
with the full 3-D particle-in-cell (PIC) software CST Studio
Suite. In devices with applied voltage (V0) not exceeding
500 kV, the dominant frequency can be derived from the
following equation, which is valid for nonrelativistic working
conditions:

fd ≈ 9.44 × 104
·
(Ra/Rc)

(1/4)

Ra − Rc
V 1/2

0 . (1)

In the designed structure, the anode is a section of DT
semi-permeable to electrons, with a sheet transparency of
80% [22], [24], [25], while the emitter is a section of the
cathode cylinder; Ra is the radius of the DT and the anode, and
Rc is the radius of the cathode and the emitter. The external
cavity guarantees the vacuum and the matching. Fig. 1 shows
the described structure.

The voltage (V0) stimulus used is a 350-kV pulse, with a
duration of 50 ns and a rise time of 10 ns. The instantaneous
distribution of the particles is shown in Fig. 2; the accumula-
tion of quasi-static charges in the center of the DT (blue zone)
shows the presence of a virtual cathode [22]. The signal power
in the time domain on the RF output port is shown in Fig. 3,
and the spectral power density is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 5 shows the normalized y-component of the elec-
tric field at 2.45 GHz; the E-field distribution confirms the

Fig. 1. Coaxial vircator: longitudinal and transversal section.

Fig. 2. Instantaneous distribution of the electrons during the pulse.

Fig. 3. Total output RF power for coaxial vircator in Fig. 1.

Fig. 4. Power spectral density of the coaxial vircator output power
in Fig. 1.

predominance of TM01. The average power and the efficiency
were calculated from the rms value considering all the pulse
duration. An rms power efficiency of 6.8% was obtained
for the pulse duration, consistent with values found in the
literature [18], [26], [27].

Fig. 6 shows the negligible power of the TE11 mode: with
an rms efficiency less than 0.01%. Table I shows the obtained
values of the optimized coaxial vircator.

Ignoring the space occupied by the primary source, e.g.,
the Marx generator [28], [29], [30], [31], which depends
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Fig. 5. Normalized y-component of the electric field at 2.45 GHz. One
notes the zero along the z-axis and the phase inversion in the radial
direction, TM01 mode characteristics.

Fig. 6. TE11 mode output RF power for coaxial vircator in Fig. 1.

TABLE I
VIRCATOR SIMULATION RESULTS FOR TM01

on the device application, the coaxial vircator results in a
highly compact and strategic device. However, the work-
ing mode makes it impractical, requiring high antenna
focusing.

The first step for TE11 mode optimization in the coaxial
vircator is to use the best techniques found in the literature.
In Section III, we also profoundly analyze the already-know
technique of sectioned emitter (SE). We wanted to investigate
something new, starting with the results obtained, as described
in Sections IV and V.

III. TE11 OPTIMIZATION IN SE COAXIAL VIRCATORS

The symmetry of the device justifies the predominance of
the TM01 mode on the output port; in fact, the TM01 is radially
symmetrical.

Fig. 7. Electric field pattern of the first four circular waveguide modes.

Fig. 8. SE (a) illustration and (b) section of the coaxial vircator with the
instantaneous distribution of the electrons during the pulse. The virtual
cathode now has a shape that is no longer circular: it concentrates
between the two emitters.

Studying the working mode and the electromagnetic field
spatial distribution is essential for proper antenna design. The
spatial distribution of the electric field of the first four modes
in the circular guide is shown in Fig. 7.

The far-field pattern can be obtained by integrating the near
fields after the exact current distributions on an antenna are
determined by solving the complete boundary value problem
of the EM theory [32], [33]. The TM01 mode pattern is
not optimal when energy is to be focused using a classic
horn antenna because the maximum of the far-field is not
on the axis of the aperture. For this reason, the TE11 mode
is preferred [34]. Before the innovative solution to use an
elliptic DT (EDT) that we will show later, a coaxial vir-
cator can be designed to enhance the TE11 mode using an
SE [18], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38], as shown in Fig. 8.

The emission angle θ is parametric; the optimum value
found is θ = 45◦. However, it is not enough to change the
geometry of the emitter to stimulate the TE11 mode correctly;
it is also necessary to disadvantage the subsequent modes.
We have investigated the behavior of the modes with varying
the radius of the DT (Ra), with the results shown in Fig. 9.
The cutoff frequency of the modes increases, reducing the
radius of the DT. Fig. 9 shows a power decrease of the
TE21 and TM01 modes as Ra decreases while the TE11 mode
increases.

To disadvantage the TM01 mode, for the case of the SE
coaxial vircator under analysis, we have found the solution to
add a short circuit termination (SCT) at the end of DT [18],
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Fig. 9. Output RF power of the TE11 (solid line), TM01 (dashed line),
and TE21 (dashed-dotted line) modes as a function of the DT radius.

Fig. 10. SCT of the DT.

TABLE II
OBTAINED VALUES FOR AN OPTIMIZED TE11 SE COAXIAL VIRCATOR

as shown in Fig. 10 with the red arrow. The SCT guarantees
the TE11 mode the proper load and allows the mode to
propagate. The SCT detaches the boundary condition rela-
tionship between the generated mode and cathode wall [17];
thus, the axial anode–cathode distance can be arbitrary. The
optimization and changes to the coaxial vircator have allowed
us to obtain the results shown in Table II.

The optimization resulted in a substantial increase in TE11
mode efficiency and a reduction in volume.

A coaxial vircator in [34] and [35] optimized for the TE11
mode has been studied. We reproduced and simulated this
device on the 3-D PIC CST Studio Suite. From the simulation
conducted, we obtained remarkably comparable results to
those reported in the literature, such as, for example, the peak

Fig. 11. Output modes in the reproduced device.

Fig. 12. Output modes in the device presented in this work.

frequency in the spectral power density graph at 3.7 GHz. The
lack of some constructive parameters and the nonideality of
the actual tested device could bring slight differences with the
virtual model we reproduce. However, the design parameters
are reported in [35]. Our results are shown in Fig. 11; it is
noticed that three modes are present in the output port.

TE21 mode appears in simulation; the geometry of the
emitter favors this mode considering the pattern of the electric
field (see Fig. 7), and it has a cutoff close to that of the
TM01 mode. In [34], the TE21 mode was mentioned, but its
presence was excluded only for a geometric hypothesis. The
TE21 mode pattern does not allow an adequate focus with the
classic antennas, such as mentioned for the TM01. In this work,
we suppress TE21 mode with the SCT technique discussed
above. The first three modes obtained in our coaxial vircator
are shown in Fig. 12.

From Fig. 12, it is possible to see how the work reported
in this article allows for reducing the emission of the TE21
mode, thus assigning the maximum output power to the TE11.

In Section IV, we introduce the EDT theory, which is
fundamental for the new method we report to further enhance
TE11 mode in coaxial vircators.

IV. ELLIPTIC CAVITY

The optimization in Section III resulted in a substantial
increase in TE11 mode. Adding an SCT at the end of DT
attenuates the subsequent modes. However, compared with the
device optimized for TM01 mode, the efficiency of the obtained
vircator is less than half. It is due to the presence of unwanted
modes, also including degenerate modes. A further step we
took to increase the power transfer to the TE11 mode: the
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Fig. 13. Confocal elliptic coordinate system.

eccentricity of the DT was changed, making it elliptic in the
cross section. Indeed, the elliptical waveguide distinguishes
the degenerate modes by changing the cutoff frequencies.
In addition, it will enable the fundamental mode to drift
away in cutoff frequency from the secondary modes and their
degenerate modes.

To evaluate electromagnetic fields in elliptical waveguides,
we introduce special functions helpful in studying problems
in applied mathematics and physics with elliptic geometries,
called Mathieu functions [39], [40]. The computation of Math-
ieu functions is far from trivial; analyzing these functions is
more complex than Bessel functions.

Describing the geometry using confocal elliptical coordi-
nates is convenient, considering an elliptic cross section. In this
coordinate system, shown in Fig. 13, we define the angular
coordinate η, which represents a set of hyperbolas having
the same foci, and the radial coordinate ξ , which gives a
set of confocal ellipses. The elliptic variable η has a domain
0 ≤ η ≤ 2π and plays a similar role to an angular variable in
polar coordinates. The variable ξ , in the domain 0 ≤ ξ < ∞,
behaves like a radial variable. The elliptic coordinate system
(z, ξ , η) of Fig. 13 is related to the right-hand Cartesian system
by the following equation, where h is the semi-focal length:

x = h · cosh(ξ) · cos(η)

y = h · sinh(ξ) · sin(η)

z = z. (2)

The confocal elliptic cylinder with ξ = ξ0 is assumed to
coincide with the inner boundary of the EDT. The major
and minor axes of the boundary ellipse are q · cosh (ξ0) and
q · sinh (ξ0), respectively, and its eccentricity e is given by
1/ cosh (ξ0).

Considering Maxwell’s equations in an elliptical waveguide,
is it possible to derive the wave equation for fields Ez for TM
modes and Hz for TE modes in an elliptic coordinate system[

∂2

∂ξ 2 +
∂2

∂η2 + k2
c · h2[sinh2(ξ) + sin2(η)

]]
·

[
Ez

Hz

]
= 0 (3)

where k2
c = k2

+γ 2, k2
= ω2ϵµ− jωµσ, and γ = α+ jβ [41],

h is the semi-focal length, and σ is the medium conductivity. µ

and ε are, respectively, the medium permeability and permit-
tivity. The considered system has no losses, and the medium
is the vacuum.

Two differential equations that coincide with the canonical
Mathieu equation (4a) and the modified canonical Mathieu
equation (4b) can be obtained by developing the wave equation
and separating the independent variables

d2

dη2 G(η) − (a − 2q cos(2η))G(η) = 0 (4a)

d2

dξ 2 F(ξ) − (a − 2q cosh(2ξ))F(ξ) = 0 (4b)

where F and G are the radial and angular functions, respec-
tively, and they represent the electric field and the magnetic
field, q = [(k2

+ γ 2) · h2
]/4, and a = [(k2

+ γ 2) · h2
]/2 + A,

A is the separation constant. In this work, we shall confine
our attention to the solutions of the canonical differential (4a)
having period π or 2π [40], which is why they can be repre-
sented as Fourier series expansions; they are called angular
functions. The resulting functions are called “elliptic sine”
and “elliptic cosine,” sem(η, q) and cem(η, q), where m is the
order of the Mathieu functions. The solutions of the modified
Mathieu equation, on the other hand, are functions that can be
represented by expansions series of Bessel functions; they are
called radial functions, denoted by Rsem(ξ, q) and Rcem(ξ, q).
From this point, notations “e” and “o” will distinguish even
and odd modes.

We are interested in the behavior of cutoff wavelength
values as the eccentricity of the EDT changes, approximating
them with a waveguide with an elliptic cross section. Cutoff
wavelengths occur when the longitudinal component of the
propagation constant k is 0. Considering the boundary condi-
tions for modes TE and TM, the appropriate formal solutions
of (3) are, respectively, the following equations for fields along
the direction of propagation z:(

Hz,TEe

Hz,TEo

)
=

(
C̄m,p · Rcem

(
ξ, qm,p

)
· cem

(
η, qm,p

)
S̄m,p · Rsem

(
ξ, q̄m,p

)
· sem

(
η, q̄m,p

) )
· Wp(t, z) (5)(

Ez,TEe

Ez,TEo

)
=

(
Cm,r · Rcem

(
ξ, qm,r

)
· cem

(
η, qm,r

)
Sm,r · Rsem

(
ξ, q̄m,r

)
· sem

(
η, q̄m,r

) )
· Wp(t, z) (6)

where C̄m,p, S̄m,p, Cm,r , and Sm,r are the arbitrary constants
determinable in the usual way [42], and Wp(t, z) =

cos(ωt − βz). Ez is null by boundary condition on the edge
of the guide (ξ = ξ0) for TM modes

Rcem
(
ξ, qm,r

)
= 0

Rsem
(
ξ, q̄m,r

)
= 0 (7)

where qm,r and q̄m,r are the roots of radial Mathieu functions.
TE modes have Eη = 0 on the edge of the guide (by
hypothesis Ez ≡ 0). Therefore, the following equation holds:(

d
dξ

Hz

)
ξ=ξ0

= 0 (8)

follows that

Rce′
m
(
ξ, qm,p

)
= 0

Rse′
m
(
ξ, q̄m,p

)
= 0 (9)
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Fig. 14. Relation of normalized cut-off wavelength and the eccentricity.

where qm,p and q̄m,p are the roots of derivatives of radial
Mathieu functions. Wavelengths can be obtained from the
relation k2

c − γ 2
= k2

= ω2µ0ϵ0, with γ = 0

λco =
π · h

√
qm,r/p

=
π · a · e
√

qm,r/p

(10)

where a is the length of the major semi-axis and e is the ellipse
eccentricity. In confocal elliptical coordinates, the periphery of
the waveguide can be derived from the following relation:

swg = a ·

∫ 2π

0

√
1 − e2 · cos2 ηdη. (11)

The behavior of the cutoff wavelength, normalized for the
periphery, is shown in Fig. 14.

For e approaching 0, the even and odd cutoff wavelengths
coincide at the same point, equivalent to a circular waveguide
cutoff wavelength. For e approaching 1, all modes occur
at smaller wavelength values, but the TE11e (even) mode
wavelength decreases less. In Fig. 14, TE11e mode appears
slightly inversely proportional to (11) because the minor-semi-
axis variation poorly affects it. Compared with the evaluations
obtained by Chu [39], we also considered the TE21 mode,
which was not considered before in the literature. The TE21e

turns out to have similar behavior to the TE11e mode. The
cutoff trend is extremely interesting and exploitable for mode
enhancement.

V. ELLIPTIC COAXIAL VIRCATOR

The results obtained in Section IV show the isolation of the
TE11e and TE21e modes. By combining this behavior with the
optimization shown in Section I of this article, it is possible
to improve the power transfer to the TE11e mode. The anode,
cathode, SCT, and the DT of the coaxial vircator now have an
elliptic cross section, as shown in Fig. 15(a). Fig. 15(b) shows
the electric field pattern of TE11e mode in the EDT. The chosen
emitter is an SE positioned, as shown in Fig. 15(a).

The anode and EDT have parameterized eccentricity. Fig. 16
shows the variation of cutoff frequencies as EDT eccentricity
changes; the major-semi-axis length is 5.75 cm. The cathode is
designed to keep the anode–cathode distance constant around
the perimeter of the anode.

Considering the results in Figs. 14 and 16, the coaxial ellip-
tic vircator was optimized in the eccentricity range of 0.6–0.9.
The optimal eccentricity value obtained is 0.8. The variation in

Fig. 15. (a) Anode, cathode, and emitter (red) of a coaxial vircator with
elliptic cross section and (b) electric field pattern of the TE11e at the
output port, the first mode supported by the elliptical waveguide.

Fig. 16. EDT cutoff frequencies variation in the function of eccentricity.

Fig. 17. X-component of velocity in the phase space of beam electrons
inside the diode region. Near the emission zone from the SE, distributed
along the x-axis, there is the typical eye shape (a shape of electron
velocity in phase space that indicates the presence of a virtual cathode)
of electron velocity in the diode region, but it is mirrored along the x-axis.
So, there are two communicating virtual cathodes.

Fig. 18. Total output RF power for elliptic coaxial vircator in Fig. 15.

cutoff frequencies obtained with the EM simulations is shown
in Fig. 16. This variation is consistent with the theoretical
results.
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Fig. 19. Power spectral density of elliptic coaxial vircator output power
in Fig. 15.

TABLE III
OBTAINED VALUES FOR AN OPTIMIZED TE11

ELLIPTIC COAXIAL VIRCATOR

Fig. 20. Normalized y-component of the electric field at 2.18 GHz. One
notes the E-field homogeneity inside the DT along the y-axis, which is
the TE11e mode characteristic.

PIC simulation was carried out applying the same voltage
signal described above; a reduced current of 12.1 kA was
found compared with the current of the coaxial vircator
optimized for TM01, which was 27.75 kA. Fig. 17 shows the
x-component of the velocity in the phase space of electrons
in the diode region.

The output power signal in the time domain on the RF
output port is shown in Fig. 18, and the spectral power density
is shown in Fig. 19. Table III shows the obtained values of
the optimized coaxial vircator. The normalized y-component
of the electric field at 2.18 GHz, in Fig. 20, shows the
predominance of TE11e mode. With the EDT, the coaxial

vircator reached an rms power efficiency of 6.1% in the TE11e
mode, more than double that of the SE coaxial vircator with
a circular cross section.

The power reduction compared to the coaxial vircator
optimized for TM01 is justified by the decrease in SE for the
same emission points. So, it is necessary to size the dynamic
load the emitter presents to the source to have the appropriate
current [43], [44].

VI. CONCLUSION

The coaxial vircator is a device whose advantages include
compactness and simplicity of design. These features make it
highly strategic and versatile for military and civil applica-
tions. This device naturally works with the TM01 mode. The
possibility of increasing the power supplied to the TE11 mode,
necessary for the correct antenna focusing, was investigated.
An SE was introduced to improve the TE11, and the DT was
modified to disadvantage the other modes. The behavior of
mode cutoff frequencies in elliptic guides was studied using
Mathieu functions. The cutoff frequencies separate as eccen-
tricity increases. Using elliptic geometry in coaxial vircator
resulted in a TE11 mode efficiency comparable to that obtained
in the device optimized for the TM01 mode, with a far more
than reduced volume.
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